Award Winning Networking & Connection Expert, Author
& Professional Auctioneer

“Expand Your Opportunities Through
Building Strong Relationships”
James Drury is a educator/speaker who works with groups and
individuals to help them understand the value of knowing more
people in order for them to grow personally and professionally.
James believes and practices the theory of your can never know
enough people on a daily basis. James has spoken to the National
Auctioneers Association, The Illinois Association of Real Estate
Educators explaining that business relies upon meeting new people
and retaining a relationship with those you have met. James is an
awarded speaker/educator with a MS degree in Speech/Marketing.

“You can never
know enough
people”

James helps business professionals understand the importance of
building strong connections and networking. He shares tactical tips so
they become better networkers, connectors and relationship builders.
From the hand shake, how to initiate conversations, to the follow
up, attendees always walk away with tangible tools they can use
immediately.

“From the moment you shake hands you have about 3 seconds
to impress that person” - James Drury
James is an award winning speaker, educator and curriculum
developer, with a Masters Degree in Speech and Marketing. He has
spoken to audiences across the United State and his educational
curriculum has been approved and consumed across 9 states.

“I have witnessed Jim Drury present to an audience that captures their attention by
using story telling techniques so that they are only listening to him. His style builds
trust in these groups and encourages them to take follow-up action.”
Patrick Yanahan, Chairman USA Strategies, Inc.

Book James today and he will have your audience truly connecting with
each other, in 60 minutes or less.
888.449.3450 | james@jamesdrury.com | www.jamesdrury.com

Award Winning Networking & Connection Expert, Author
& Professional Auctioneer

KEYNOTES

“The Art of Genuine Communication…
You Can Never Know Enough People”

This presentation will share practical strategies to make it easier
to talk to and connect with people. Attendees will learn the best
way to grow their influence, draw people in, and build trust, to
want to work with you. From how to greet someone, to leaving a
strong and lasting first impression.
They will leave with a plan of how they can use very simple yet
effective actions to deepen relationships and converse with ease.

ATTENDEES WILL:
• Learn why they should get to
know more people especially
in business and how to
increase their business
success

BOOKS

A MAN NAMED “BUB”

• Learn the biggest obstacle
to meeting people, what to
say and how to engage in the
first 5 seconds and build an
instant connection
• Learn how to get to know
more people and build their
network quickly

Your chances for success
increase with the more people
you know…my intention is for
you to leave my presentation
prepared to meet more people
create more contacts and
have some fun with it in the
pursuit
of your goals.
Other formats include:
Workshops.....
Seminars.......

“It is very seldom that a speaker captures an audience with what
seems like a story and then compels them to action.
This seemingly simple technique instills trust and a motivation
to follow-up action. Well Done!”
Patrick Yanahan, Chairman USA Strategies, Inc.

Book James today and he will have your audience truly connecting with
each other, in 60 minutes or less.
888.449.3450 | james@jamesdrury.com | www.jamesdrury.com

